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VALVE SYSTEM FOR DRILLING SYSTEMS 

1. RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of US. Provi 
sional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/173,901 ?led Apr. 29, 
2009 and entitled “VALVE SYSTEM FOR DRILLING SYS 
TEMS”, Which is hereby incorporated by references in its 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 2. The Field of the Invention 
[0003] The present invention relates to hydraulic control 
systems for drilling systems and to valve systems in particu 
lar. 
[0004] 2. The Relevant Technology 
[0005] Drilling rigs are often used for drilling holes into 
various substrates. Such drill rigs often include a drill head 
mounted to a mast. The rig often includes mechanisms and 
devices that are capable of moving the drill head along at least 
a portion of the mast. The drill head often further includes 
mechanisms that receive and engage the upper end of a drill 
rod or pipe. The drill rod or pipe may be a single rod or pipe 
or may be part of a drill string that includes a cutting bit or 
other device on the opposing end, Which may be referred to as 
a bit end. 
[0006] The drill head applies a force to the drill rod or pipe 
Which is transmitted to the drill string. If the applied force is 
a rotational force, the drill head may thereby cause the drill 
string to rotate Within the bore hole. The rotation of the drill 
string may include the corresponding rotation of the cutting 
bit, Which in turn may result in cutting action by the drill bit. 
The forces applied by the drill head may also include an axial 
force, Which may be transmitted to the drill string to facilitate 
penetration into the formation. 
[0007] The axial force, the drill head exerts on the drill 
strings may be controlled by a plurality of valves coupled to 
a feed cylinder. Often, the connections betWeen the valves 
and associated controls and betWeen the valves and the cyl 
inder can be complicated. 
[0008] The subject matter claimed herein is not limited to 
embodiments that solve any disadvantages or that operate 
only in environments such as those described above. Rather, 
this background is only provided to illustrate one exemplary 
technology area Where some embodiments described herein 
may be practiced. 

BREIF SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0009] A valve system includes a load holding valve, a feed 
balancing valve, and a fast feed differential valve. The load 
holding valve may be in ?uid communication With the load 
holding valve. The fast feed differential valve is con?gured to 
move betWeen an engaged state and a disengaged state. In the 
engaged state the fast feed differential valve ?uidly couples a 
ring side of a feed cylinder, the load holding valve, and a 
piston side of the feed cylinder to alloW ?uid to ?oW from the 
ring side to the piston side. 
[0010] Additional features and advantages of exemplary 
implementations of the invention Will be set forth in the 
description Which folloWs, and in part Will be obvious from 
the description, or may be learned by the practice of such 
exemplary implementations. The features and advantages of 
such implementations may be realiZed and obtained by means 
of the instruments and combinations particularly pointed out 
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in the appended claims. These and other features Will become 
more fully apparent from the folloWing description and 
appended claims, or may be learned by the practice of such 
exemplary implementations as set forth hereinafter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] In order to describe the manner in Which the above 
recited and other advantages and features of the invention can 
be obtained, a more particular description of the invention 
brie?y described above Will be rendered by reference to spe 
ci?c embodiments thereof Which are illustrated in the 
appended draWings. Understanding that these draWings 
depict only typical embodiments of the invention and are not 
therefore to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the 
invention Will be described and explained With additional 
speci?city and detail through the use of the accompanying 
draWings in Which: 
[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates a drilling system according to one 
example; 
[0013] FIG. 2A illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a holding mode according to one example; 
[0014] FIG. 2B illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a feed refraction mode according to one example; 
[0015] FIG. 2C illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a feed extension mode according to one example; 
[0016] FIG. 2D illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a feed plus differential extending mode according 
to one example; 
[0017] FIG. 3A illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a fast feed refraction mode according to one 
example; 
[0018] FIG. 3B illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a fast feed extension mode according to one 
example; 
[0019] FIG. 3C illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a fast feed plus differential extending mode accord 
ing to one example; 
[0020] FIG. 4A illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a feed/fast feed retraction mode according to one 
example; 
[0021] FIG. 4B illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a feed/fast feed extension mode according to one 
example; 
[0022] FIG. 4C illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of a valve 
system in a feed/fast feed plus differential extending mode 
according to one example; and 
[0023] FIGS. 5A-5D illustrate a valve assembly integrated 
in a valve block according to one example. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0024] A valve block assembly, valve system, and drilling 
system are provided that are con?gured to control the exten 
sion and retraction of a feed cylinder for controlling the 
position of a rotary drilling head along a drill mast. In at least 
one example, the valve assembly may include several valves 
integrated into a valve block. Such a con?guration may 
reduce the number of ?ttings and hydraulic lines associated 
With the control of a valve assembly, Which may in turn 
reduce the likelihood that lines Will be improperly routed or 
that ?ttings and/ or connections may become loose. Further, as 
Will be described in more detail beloW, valve systems may be 
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provided that allow for a Wide range of operating speeds to 
facilitate rapid feed operations as Well as high-force opera 
tions. 

[0025] For ease of reference, the valve assemblies 
described below Will be described in the context of a feed 
cylinder coupling a rotary drill head to a mast. It Will be 
appreciated that the valve assemblies may also be used With 
other types of hydraulic systems in any type of operations, 
including other drilling operations. 
[0026] FIG. 1 illustrates a drilling system 100 that includes 
a sled assembly 110 and a rotary drill head 120. The sled 
assembly 110 can be coupled to a mast 130 that in turn is 
coupled to a drill rig 140. The position of the sled assembly 
110, and thus the position of the rotary drill head 120, may 
control the extension and refraction of a feed cylinder 150. 

[0027] In at least one example, the drill head 120 is con?g 
ured to have one or more threaded member(s) 160 coupled 
thereto. Threaded members 160 can include, Without limita 
tion, drill rods and rod casings. For ease of reference, the 
threaded member 160 Will be described as a drill rod. The drill 
rod 160 can in turn be coupled to additional drill rods to form 
a drill string 170. In turn, the drill string 170 can be coupled to 
a drill bit 180 or other doWn-hole tool con?gured to interface 
With the material to be drilled, such as a formation 190. 

[0028] The drilling system 100 may be con?gured to exert 
rotary as Well as axial or thrust forces on the drill string 170. 
In at least one example, the rotary drill head 120 illustrated in 
FIG. 1 is con?gured to rotate the drill string 170 during a 
drilling process. In the illustrated example the feed cylinder 
150 may be con?gured to provide the axial or thrust forces on 
the drill string 170. In particular, the feed cylinder 150 may 
retract to thereby cause the rotary drill head 120 to move 
toWard the bottom of the mast 130. As the rotary drill head 
120 moves toWard the bottom of the mast 130, the rotary drill 
head 120 exerts a thrust force on the drill string 170 to thereby 
urge the bit 180 into the formation 190. 

[0029] In the illustrated example, the extension and retrac 
tion of the feed cylinder 150 controlled by an integrated valve 
system 200, Which in turn may be manipulated as desired by 
any number of controls. The valve system 200 may be con 
?gured to provide for multiple operating speeds While also 
alloWing the feed cylinder 150 to exert desired thrust forces. 
Operation of the valve system 200 as Will noW be discussed in 
more detail. 

[0030] FIGS. 2A-2D illustrates a diagrammatic vieW of the 
valve system 200. The separation as a valve assembly and a 
various controls is provided for ease of reference only. It Will 
be appreciated that components of each assembly may be 
integrated into the other assembly or different assemblies as 
desired Without departing from the scope of the disclosure. 

[0031] As illustrated in FIG. 2A-2D, the valve system 200 
may generally include a valve block assembly 202 having a 
valve block 203 into Which any number of valves may be 
integrated as desired to control operation of the feed cylinder 
150. 

[0032] The feed cylinder 150 may include piston side 150A 
and a ring side 150B each coupled to the valve block assembly 
202. More speci?cally, line 152 may couple the piston side 
150A to outlet 01 of the valve block 203 While line 150 may 
couple the ring side 150B to outlet 02 of the valve block 203. 
The valve system 200 may be sWitched betWeen a holding 
mode and a plurality of feed modes by controlling the 1 ?oW 
of ?uid into and out of the feed cylinder 150. 
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[0033] In particular, in a holding mode, the valve system 
200 may hold the feed cylinder 150 at a desired extension by 
preventing a ?oW of ?uid out of the piston side 150A of the 
feed cylinder 150. In the various feed modes, the valve system 
200 alloWs ?uid to ?oW into and out of feed cylinder 150 to 
achieve desired extension and retraction of the feed cylinder 
150. More speci?cally, the feed cylinder 150 may be extended 
by directing ?uid to the piston side 150A and/or WithdraWing 
?uid from the ring side 150B. Similarly, the feed cylinder 150 
may be retracted by directing ?uid to the ring side 150B 
and/or WithdraWing ?uid from the piston side 150A. For ease 
of reference, extension of the feed cylinder 150 Will be 
described as raising a rotary drill head While retraction of the 
feed cylinder 150 Will be described as loWering a rotary drill 
head. It Will be appreciated that this may be reversed as 
desired. 
[0034] Holding, extension, and retraction may be con 
trolled by selectively openings valves that may include, With 
out limitation, a load holding valve 205, a feed balancing 
valve 210, a fast-feed differential valve 220, a safety valve 
230, a feed directional valve 240, and a fast feed directional 
valve 250. The general functionality of these valves and their 
corresponding controls Will ?rst be introduced, folloWed by a 
more detailed discussion of the holding and feed modes. 
[0035] Still referring to FIGS. 2A-2D, the load holding 
valve 205 be con?gured to prevent ?oW of ?uid out of the 
piston side 150A, thereby maintaining pressure in the piston 
side 150A to hold the feed cylinder 150 in a desired extension. 
The load holding valve 205 may be con?gured to maintain 
this pressure in the absence of other inputs, such that the 
actuation of the load holding valve 205 may be a default state 
for the valve system 200. 
[0036] As shoWn in FIGS. 2A-2D, the feed balancing valve 
210 may be con?gured to balance pressure acting on the 
piston side 150A of the feed cylinder 150 to balance forces 
associated With the Weight of a drill string. The feed balancing 
valve 210 may be a cartridge type valve. In at least one 
example, the feed balancing valve 210 may be controlled by 
the feed balancing pilot control 310. 
[0037] The fast feed differential valve 220 may act to selec 
tively facilitate ?oW of ?uid betWeen the ring side 150B of the 
feed cylinder 150 to the piston side 150A. FloWing the ?uid 
from the ring side 150B to the piston side 150A instead of to 
tank may increase the speed With Which the feed cylinder 150 
may be extended. In the illustrated example, the fast feed 
differential valve 220 may be controlled by a fast feed pilot 
control 320. 
[0038] Pressure spikes may occur When the fast feed dif 
ferential valve 220 sWitches from a non-engaged state to an 
engaged state. In the illustrated example, the safety valve 230 
may be associated With the fast feed differential valve 220 to 
prevent pressure spikes from reaching the ring side 150B of 
the feed cylinder 150. Accordingly, the safety valve 230 may 
help facilitate sWitching of the fast feed differential valve 220. 
[0039] The feed directional valve 240 and the fast feed 
directional valve 250 are operatively associated With a feed 
pump 340 and a fast feed pump 350 respectively. Though 
shoWn separately, it Will be appreciated that the functionality 
described beloW With reference to the feed pump 340 and the 
fast feed pump 350 may be provided by a single pump in 
communication With the feed direction valve 240 and the fast 
feed direction valve 250. It Will be appreciated the feed direc 
tional valve 240 and the fast feed directional valve 250 may be 
implemented as spool valves in a single control block of in 
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different control blocks. In at least one example, the feed 
directional valve 240 and/or the fast feed directional valve 
250 may be spool-type valves, though it Will be appreciated 
that other types of valves may be used. The feed direction 
valve 240 and the fast feed directional valve 250 selectively 
direct ?uid to the feed directional valve 240 and the fast feed 
directional valve 250 to selectively sWitch the valve system 
200 betWeen the holding mode introduced above and several 
feed modes, Which Will be discussed in more detail beloW. 
[0040] In the illustrated example, the feed directional valve 
240 and the fast feed directional valve 250 may be sWitched 
independently. In such a con?guration, if neither the feed 
directional valve 240 nor the fast feed directional valve 250 is 
sWitched to direct ?uid to the valve block assembly 202, the 
valve system 200 is in a holding mode. HoWever, if the feed 
directional valve 240 and/or the fast feed directional valve 
240 are sWitched to direct ?uid to valve block assembly 202, 
the valve system 200 may be sWitched to one of the several 
feed modes. The holding mode Will ?rst be discussed in more 
detail With reference to FIG. 2A, folloWed by a discussion of 
the various feed modes. 
[0041] As illustrated in FIG. 2A, the load holding valve 205 
generally includes pressure holding valving 206 and propor 
tional valving 207. Both the pressure holding valving 206 and 
the proportional valving 207 are in communication With out 
let 01, Which in turn is in communication With the piston side 
150A of the feed cylinder 150 by Way of line 152. The pres 
sure holding valving 206 is operatively associated With an 
actuator line 208 in such a Way that pressure in the actuator 
line 208 acts to sWitch the pressure holding valving 206 from 
a closed state to an open state. HoWever, if ?uid from the 
actuator line 208 is not acting to open the pressure holding 
valving 206, the pressure holding valving 206 Will remain in 
the closed state as shoWn. 

[0042] In the closed state, the pressure holding valving 206 
prevents ?uid from ?oWing from outlet O1 through the pres 
sure holding valve 205. In the illustrated example, the load 
holding valve 205 also includes a check valve 209 that pre 
vents ?uid from passing from the outlet O1 through the pro 
portional valving 207. Accordingly, in the absence of an input 
from the actuator line 208, the load holding valve 205 pre 
vents ?uid from passing through the load holding valve 205. 
Such a con?guration can help maintain pressure in the piston 
side 150A of the feed cylinder 150, thereby holding the feed 
cylinder 150 at a desired extension. 

[0043] As previously introduced, sWitching either of the 
feed directional valve 240 or the fast feed directional valve 
250 to direct ?uid to the valve block assembly 202 results in 
the valve system 200 sWitching to one of several feed mode. 
In particular, the feed directional valve 240 may be sWitched 
betWeen a closed state, an open extension state, and an open 
retraction state. In a closed state, any ?uid directed to the feed 
directional valve 240 is blocked or outlet to tank. In an open 
retraction state, the feed directional valve 240 is sWitched to 
direct ?uid to cause or alloW the feed cylinder 150 to retract. 
Similarly, While the feed directional valve 240 is in an open 
extension state, the feed directional valve 240 is sWitched to 
cause or alloW the feed cylinder 150 to extend. 

[0044] Similarly, the fast feed directional valve 250 may be 
sWitched betWeen a closed state, an open extension state, and 
an open retraction state. As previously introduced, the feed 
directional valves 240, 250 may be operated independently. 
Such a con?guration alloWs the feed directional valves 240, 
250 to Work separately or in concert to provide several feed 
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modes. These include, Without limitation, feed only extension 
and retraction, fast feed only extension and refraction, and 
feed/ fast feed extension and retraction. 
[0045] While the feed directional valve 240 and/or the fast 
feed directional valve 250 are in an open extension state, the 
fast feed differential valve 220 may be actuated to provide 
additional feed modes including feed only plus differential, 
fast feed only plus differential, and feed/fast feed plus differ 
ential. Accordingly, the independent sWitching of the feed 
directional valve 240, the fast feed directional valve 250, and 
the fast feed differential valve 220 can provide a Wide range of 
feed modes. The feed modes associated With operation of the 
feed directional valve 240 alone Will ?rst be discussed. 
[0046] FIG. 2B illustrates a feed only retraction mode. FIG. 
2B also illustrates the operation of the feed balancing valve 
210. As illustrated in FIG. 2B, in a feed only retraction mode, 
a pathWay is established betWeen the piston side 150A of the 
feed cylinder 150 and the feed directional valve 210. In par 
ticular, the pressure holding valving 206 and the proportional 
valving 207 are both in communication With a ?rst node N1 
by Way of lines L1A and L1B respectively. 
[0047] A pathWay betWeen outlet O1 and line L1A may be 
established by providing an input on the actuator line 208 to 
move the pressure holding valving 206 to the open state 
shoWn. The input may be provided by sWitching the feed 
directional valve 240 to the position shoWn to establish a 
pathWay betWeen the feed pump 340 and the actuator line 
208. The pathWay Will be described in more detail after a brief 
discussion of the operation of the feed balancing valve 210. 
[0048] As illustrated in FIG. 2B, moving the pressure hold 
ing valving 206 to the open state alloWs ?uid to ?oW through 
the load holding valve 205 to node N1. Node N1 is in further 
communication With lines L1C and L1D. Line L1D is in 
communication With a closed port of the fast feed differential 
valve 220 While line L1C is in communication With node N2. 
Accordingly, in the feed only retraction node, ?uid incident 
on node N1 is directed to node N2. 

[0049] Node N2 is in communication With inlet I1, line 
L2A, and line L2B. Inlet I1 may be in communication With 
the fast feed directional valve 250 by Way of line 252. In feed 
only modes, line 252' is in communication With a closed port 
of the fast feed differential valve 250. Line L2B may be 
omitted or capped as desired. As a result, ?uid incident on 
node N2 may be directed through line L2A to node N3. 
[0050] Node N3 is in communication With lines L3A and 
L3B. Line L3A is in communication With the feed balancing 
valve 210. In particular, ?uid from L3A may exert an opening 
pressure force on the feed balancing valve 210 that acts to 
open the feed balancing valve 210. 
[0051] An opposing force may be exerted on an opposing 
side of the feed balancing valve 210 by ?uid directed to the 
feed balancing valve 210 from the feed balancing pilot con 
trol 310. The feed balancing pilot control 310 may be a 
pressure control valve, Which controls the pressure in the 
piston side chamber of the cartridge valve. In at least one 
example, if the pressure setting of the feed balancing pilot 
control 310 is adjusted, the feed balancing valve 210 can open 
When the pressure in line L3A is tWo times higher than the 
pressure in line 312. OtherWise, the feed balancing valve 210 
remains closed. In at least one example, the feed balancing 
valve 210 may be a cartridge-type valve that can be con?g 
ured for use With different feed cylinders by selecting or 
adjusting siZes of ori?ces placed in line L4B to provide dif 
ferent variances and opening times. In particular, the feed 
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balancing valve 210 may also be in communication With node 
N4 by Way of line L4A. Node N4 may also be in communi 
cation With outlet 12 and line L4B. Line 312 may couple the 
feed balancing pilot control 310 to the outlet 12, thereby 
establishing ?uid communication betWeen the feed balancing 
pilot control 310 and the feed balancing valve 210. The ?uid 
the feed balancing pilot control 310 receives from the feed 
balancing valve 210 exerts a closing pressure force on the 
feed balancing valve 210 to maintain the feed balancing valve 
210 closed. This closing pressure force is in opposition to the 
opening pressure force associated With line L3A. Accord 
ingly, by adjusting the pressure force associated With the feed 
balancing pilot control 310, the feed balancing valve 210 is 
able to control the pressure in the piston end 150A. 
[0052] In particular, if the closing pressure force is greater 
than the opening pressure force, the feed balancing valve 210 
Will remain closed. If the feed balancing valve 210 is closed, 
?uid incident on node N3 is blocked from passing through the 
feed balancing valve 210. Instead, the ?uid may be directed 
though line L3B to node N5. Node N5 is in communication 
With line L4B and line L5. Line L5 may be in communication 
With a check valve 212, Which prevents ?uid from L5 to pass 
therethrough. Accordingly, When the feed balancing valve 
210 remains closed, ?uid may ?oW to the feed balancing pilot 
control 310 through line L4B, node N4, inlet 12, and line 312 
Where it is then directed to tank. 

[0053] If hoWever, the opening pressure force associated 
With line L3A is greater than the closing pressure force asso 
ciated With the feed balancing pilot control 310, the feed 
balancing valve 310 Will open to alloW ?uid to pass there 
through. As the ?uid passes through the feed balancing valve 
310, the ?uid is directed to node N6 through line L6A. Node 
6A may also be in communication With lines L6B and inlet 
12. Line L6B may be closed by the check valve 212 such that 
?uid directed to node N6 from the feed balancing valve 210 is 
directed to inlet 13. 

[0054] Inlet 13 may be coupled to line 242, Which in turn 
may be coupled to feed directional valve 240. In a feed retrac 
tion mode, the feed directional valve 240 may be sWitched to 
couple line 242 to tank as shoWn. With the feed directional 
valve 240 thus sWitched, the feed directional valve 240 also 
couples feed pump 340 to line 242'. 
[0055] In particular, the feed pump 340 may be in commu 
nication With a splitter 342. The splitter 342 may in turn be in 
communication With lines 342A, 342B, and 342C. Line 342A 
may be coupled to the feed directional valve 240, line 342B 
may be coupled to a shuttle valve 360, and line 342C may be 
in communication With a safety valve 344, Which may prevent 
pressure spikes from reaching the feed directional valve 240 
by Way of line 342A. The operation a the shuttle valve Will be 
discussed in more detail at an appropriate location hereinaf 
ter. 

[0056] The shuttle valve 360 may be con?gured to help 
maintain adequate ?uid supply to the fast feed pilot control 
320 to alloW the fast feed pilot control 320 to sWitch the fast 
feed differential valve 220 betWeen engaged state and a dis 
engaged state. In the illustrated example, the shuttle valve 3 60 
is in communication With the fast feed pilot control 320 by 
Way of line 362. Pressure reducing valve 364 may also be in 
communication With line 366, Which may adjust the pressure 
for engaging the fast feed differential valve 220 via the fast 
feed pilot control 320 While alloWing the fast feed differential 
valve 220 While alloW alloWing pressure in line 248 to disen 
gage the fast feed differential valve 220. The fast feed pilot 
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control 320 alloWs an automatic disengaging of valve 220 by 
engaging feed retraction Without having the need of disen 
gaging valve 220 separately. With the valve 320 the pressure 
difference betWeen line 248 and 322 can be adjusted in such 
a Way that by engaging the feed retraction mode the pres sure 
to disengage the valve 220 is higher than the pressure for 
engaging fast feed differential valve 220 and thus the fast feed 
differential valve 220 is sWitched to a disengaged state in the 
absence of pressure from line 322 and inlet 17. 
[0057] As previously introduced, in a feed retraction mode 
the output of the feed pump 340 acts to move the pressure 
holding valving 206 associated With the load holding valve 
205 to an open state. In particular, line 242' is in communi 
cation With a splitter 244. The splitter 244 may be external to 
the valve block assembly 203 or may be integrated Within the 
valve block assembly 203 as a node as desired. In the illus 
trated example, the splitter 244 is in communication With line 
246 and line 248. Line 246 may be in communication With 
inlet 14 While line 248 may be in communication With inlet 
15. Inlet 15 may be in communication With the fast feed 
differential valve 220. As a result, ?uid directed to line 248 
may act on the fast feed differential valve 220 to help maintain 
the fast feed differential valve 220 sWitched to the position 
shoWn in FIG. 2B. 
[0058] Inlet 14 may be in communication With node N7. 
Node N7 in turn may be in communication With inlet 16 and 
line L7. Inlet 16 may in turn couple to line 252', Which may 
couple to the fast feed directional valve 250. In feed only 
modes, line 252' may be coupled to a closed part of the fast 
feed directional valve 250. 
[0059] Accordingly, ?uid incident on node N7 may be 
directed to line L7. Line L7 in turn is in communication With 
node N8. Node N8 is in communication With actuator line 208 
and line L8. As a result a portion of the ?uid incident on node 
N8 is directed through the actuator line 208. This ?uid may 
exert su?icient pressure on the pressure holding valving 206 
to move the pressure holding valving 206 to the open state 
shoWn. Moving the pressure holding valve 206 to the open 
state shoWn may alloW ?uid to drain from the piston side 
150A as previously discussed above. 
[0060] The valve system 200 may be con?gured to counter 
the drain of ?uid from the piston side 150A by directing ?uid 
to the ring side 150B. In particular, a portion of the ?uid 
incident on node N8 may pass through the fast feed differen 
tial valve 220 to node N9 by Way of line L9A. Node N9 may 
be in further communication With outlet 02 and line L9B. As 
previously introduced, outlet 02 may couple to the ring side 
150B of the feed cylinder 150 via line 152'. As a result, a 
portion of the ?uid that is directed to the valve block assembly 
202 from the feed pump 340 may be directed to the ring side 
150B of the feed cylinder 150. 
[0061] In the illustrated example, line L9B may be in com 
munication With safety valve 230. As a result, excess ?uid 
directed to node N9 may be directed to tank rather than to the 
ring side 150B of the feed cylinder 150. As a result, the safety 
valve 230 may be able to counter pressure spikes directed to 
node N9 and reduce the likelihood that the pressure spikes 
Will be directed to outlet 02 and from outlet 02 to the ring 
side 150B of the feed cylinder 150 by Way of line 152'. 
[0062] FIG. 2C illustrates the valve system 200 in a feed 
extension mode. In a feed extension mode, the feed direc 
tional valve 240 is sWitched to couple the feed pump 340 to 
line 242 and to couple line 242' to tank. As a result, ?uid ?oWs 
through line 242, through inlet 13, to node N6. A signi?cant 
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portion of the ?uid incident on node N6 passes through node 
N3 to line L2A. In particular, a portion of the ?uid N6 passes 
through line L6B, opens check valve 212, and is incident on 
node N5. If the feed balancing valve 210 is closed, ?uid Will 
be directed through line L3B, through node N3, through line 
L2A, and to node N2. If the feed balancing valve 210 is 
opened, then a portion of the ?uid may also pass through line 
L6A, through the feed balancing valve 210, through line L3A, 
through node N3, through line L2A and to node N2. 

[0063] As previously introduced, node N2 is in communi 
cation With node N1. Node N1 is in communication With the 
pressure holding valving 206 by Way of line L1A, With the 
proportional valving 207 by Way of line L1B and With a 
closed port in the fast feed differential valve 220. As shoWn, 
in feed refraction mode, the pressure holding valving 206 is 
closed. As a result, a substantial portion of the ?uid incident 
on node N1 is routed to the proportional valving. This ?uid 
opens the check valve 209 and passes through outlet O1 to the 
piston side 150A by Way of line 152 of the feed cylinder 150. 
The ?uid entering the piston side 150A exerts a pressure force 
on the feed cylinder 150 to cause the feed cylinder 150 to 
extend. 

[0064] As the feed cylinder 150 extends, ?uid from the ring 
side 150B is routed through line 152', into outlet 02, and to 
node N9. From node N9, the ?uid may be directed to tank by 
passing through the fast feed differential valve 220, Which is 
directed to the ?uid through line L8 to node N8, and from 
node N8 through line L7 to node N7. From N7, the ?uid may 
be directed to tank by Way of a pathWay betWeen 14, line 242', 
the feed directional valve 240 and the tank since the pathWay 
from inlet 16 through pathWay 252' is coupled to a closed port 
on the fast feed directional valve 250. The drain pathWay 
described above may be utiliZed When the fast feed differen 
tial valve 220 is not actuated. 

[0065] However, as illustrated in FIG. 2D, the fast feed 
differential valve 220 may be actuated to route ?uid from the 
ring side 150B to the piston side 150A. In particular, the fast 
feed differential pilot control 320 may be sWitched to move 
the fast feed differential valve 220 to the position shoWn in 
FIG. 2D. When thus sWitched, the fast feed differential valve 
220 couples line L9A to line LID. Line L1D is incident on 
node N1 . As previously introduced, in a feed extension mode, 
?uid incident on node N1 is directed to the piston side 150A 
by Way of line LIB, the proportional valving 207, outlet 01, 
and line 152. 

[0066] The ?oW incident on N1 from line L1D may be in 
addition to the ?uid incident on N1 from line L1C, Which Was 
directed to node Ni from the feed pump 340. The rate at Which 
the feed cylinder 150 extends depends, at least in part, on the 
?oWrate of ?uid into the piston side 150A. Accordingly, the 
additional volume of ?uid associated With directing the ?uid 
draining from the ring side 150B to the piston side 150A may 
increase hoW quickly the feed cylinder 150 extends. The force 
then exerted for extension is the pressure multiple by the 
surface of the piston side 150A minus the pressure multiplied 
by the annular surface of the ring side 150B. 
[0067] FIG. 3A illustrates the valve system 200 in a fast 
feed only retraction mode. In the fast feed only refraction 
mode, the feed directional valve 240 is sWitched to couple 
lines 242, 242' via ori?ces to tank to thereby help ensure there 
is no pressure loss in the line and the feed pump 340 to a 
closed port. Accordingly, the output of the feed pump 340 is 
directed to the safety valve 344 via line 324B. 
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[0068] The output of the fast feed pump 350 is routed 
through line 352 to splitter 354. Splitter 354 routes ?uid 
incident thereon to line 354A, Which is coupled to the fast 
feed directional valve 250, and to line 354B, Which is in 
communication With the shuttle valve 360. Safety valve 356 
may also be coupled to the line 352 to help reduce the likeli 
hood that pressure spikes Will reach the fast feed directional 
valve 250 by Way of splitter 354. 
[0069] In the fast feed only retraction mode, the fast feed 
directional valve 250 is sWitched to couple line 252 to tank 
and line 252' to node N7 by Way of inlet 16. A portion of the 
?uid incident on node N7 is directed through line L7 to node 
N8. Another portion of the ?uid incident on node N7 is routed 
to the feed directional valve 240 to maintain the fast feed 
directional valve 220 in the desired position by Way of inlet 
14, splitter 246, line 248, and inlet 15. 
[0070] From node N8, the ?uid from L7 is split betWeen the 
actuator line 208, Which opens the pressure holding portion 
206 of the load holding valve 205, and the fast feed differen 
tial valve 220 through lines 246 and 248 described above. 
With the load holding valve 205 open, a pathWay is estab 
lished betWeen the feed piston side 150A of the feed cylinder 
150 and node N2. Node N2 is in communication With inlet I1, 
Which is coupled to tank by Way of line 252 as described. 
Node N2 may also be in communication With node N3, Which 
may be coupled to the feed balancing valve 210 as described 
above. Accordingly, in a fast feed only retraction mode, ?uid 
drains from the piston side 150A of the feed cylinder 150. 
[0071] Fluid may ?ll the ring side 150B in opposition to the 
?uid draining from the piston side 150A. Inpar‘ticular, the fast 
feed differential valve 220 directs ?uid from node N8 to node 
N9 by Way of lines L8 and L9A. Node N9 is in communica 
tion With the safety valve 230 via line L9B and With the ring 
side 150B by Way of outlet 02 and line 152'. As a result, a 
portion of the ?uid incident on N9 can ?ll the ring side 150B 
While the excess can be directed to tank by Way of the safety 
valve 230 as shoWn. 

[0072] In the fast feed only extension mode shoWn in FIG. 
3B, the fast feed directional valve 250 is sWitched to couple 
the fast feed pump 350 to line 252 and to couple line 252' to 
tank. In such a con?guration, ?uid from the fast feed pump 
350 is directed through line 252 to node N2. Node N2 is in 
communication With the load balancing valve 210 by Way of 
line L2A as previously described. Node N2 is also in com 
munication With node N1 by Way of line L1C. From node N1, 
a portion of the ?uid is directed to the piston side 150A by Way 
of line L1B, the proportional valving 207 and the check valve 
209, outlet 01, line 152, and to the piston side 150A to cause 
the feed cylinder 150 to extend. 
[0073] As the feed cylinder 150 extends, ?uid drains from 
the ring side 150B. If the fast feed differential valve 220 is 
closed, a pathWay is established betWeen line 152' and tank 
through outlet 02, node N9, line L9A, the fast feed direc 
tional valve 220, line L8, node N8, line L7, node N7, inlet 16 
and line 252'. Line 252' is coupled to tank by the fast feed 
differential valve 250. 
[0074] FIG. 3C illustrates a fast feed plus differential exten 
sion mode. As shoWn in FIG. 3C, if the fast feed differential 
valve 220 is actuated a pathWay is established betWeen the 
ring side 150B and the piston side 150A. As discussed above, 
directing the ?uid from the ring side 150B to the piston side 
150A can increase the volume of ?oW directed to the piston 
side 150A and thus the rate at Which the feed cylinder 150 
extends. 
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[0075] To this point, operation of the valve system 200 has 
been discussed in the context of the feed directional valve 240 
or the fast feed directional valve 250 being sWitched to direct 
?uid to the valve block assembly 202. FIGS. 4A-4C illustrate 
feed modes in Which the feed directional valve 240 and the 
fast feed directional valve 250 are both sWitched to provide 
feed/fast feed retraction, feed/fast feed extension, and feed/ 
fast feed plus differential extension modes respectively. 
[0076] FIG. 4A illustrates the feed/ fast feed retraction 
mode. In the feed/fast feed retraction mode, the feed direc 
tional valve 240 is sWitched to couple line 242' to the output 
of the feed pump 340 While fast feed directional valve 250 is 
sWitched to couple line 252' to the output of the fast feed 
pump 350. Both lines 242' and 252' are in communication 
With node N7. As previously discussed, ?uid directed to node 
N7 acts to open the pressure holding valving 206 to alloW the 
piston side 150A to drain While directing ?uid to the ring side 
150B to counter the drain of ?uid from the piston side 150A. 

[0077] In particular, in the feed/fast feed retraction mode 
the piston side 150A is in communication With node N2. 
Node N2 is in communication With line 252 via outlet 16 and 
With line 242 by Way of the feed balancing valve 210 as 
previously discussed. Lines 242 and 252 are both coupled to 
tank in the feed/fast feed retraction mode. 

[0078] FIG. 4B illustrates the feed/fast feed extension 
mode. In this mode, the feed directional valve 240 is sWitched 
to couple the output of the feed pump 340 to line 242 While 
fast feed directional valve 250 is sWitched to couple the output 
of the fast feed pump 350 to line 252. Lines 242 and 252 are 
both in communication With node N2 through pathWays 
described above. Fluid directed to node N2 is directed to the 
piston side 150A of the feed cylinder 150 through the propor 
tional valving 206 and the check valve 209 of the load holding 
valve 205 to thereby cause the feed cylinder 150 to extend. 

[0079] As the feed cylinder extends 150, ?uid drains from 
the ring side 150B. In particular, the ring side 150B is in 
communication With node N7, Which is in communication 
With lines 242, 252 as previously discussed. In the feed/fast 
feed extension mode, the feed directional valve 240 and the 
fast feed directional valve 250 are sWitched to couple the lines 
242, 252 With the tank, thereby providing a drain pathWay for 
the ring side 150B. 
[0080] FIG. 4C illustrates the feed/fast feed plus differen 
tial extension mode. As previously discussed, in a differential 
extension mode, the fast feed differential feed 220 is sWitched 
to couple node N9 to node N1 to thereby feed the ?uid outlet 
from the ring side 150B to the piston side 150A as previously 
discussed. 

[0081] Accordingly, the feed directional valve 240, the fast 
feed directional valve 250, and the fast feed control pilot 320 
may be independently sWitched to provide a Wide range of 
feed speeds and directions. In at least one example, the feed 
directional valve 240, the fast feed directional valve, 250, the 
feed balancing pilot control 310, and/ or the fast feed control 
pilot 320 may be manually actuated through knobs, levers, or 
other manual sWitches. In other examples, electronic control 
may be utiliZed to actuate any or all of the valves and controls 
discussed herein. 

[0082] In the example discussed above, the valve system 
200 is discussed With reference to a valve block assembly 
202. It Will be appreciated hoWever that the various compo 
nents described above may be implemented in any number of 
Ways and/or may be integrated in any number of Ways. 
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[0083] FIGS. 5A-5D illustrate one implementation of the 
valve block assembly 202. In particular, FIG. 5A illustrates a 
top vieW of the valve block assembly 202 While FIGS. 5B-5D 
illustrate lateral side vieWs of the valve block assembly 202. 
[0084] As illustrated in FIG. 5A the ?rst outlet 01 may be 
de?ned in a top side 510 of the valve block assembly 202. 
[0085] As illustrated in FIG. 5B, inlet 14 may be de?ned in 
a ?rst lateral side 520 of the valve block. As shoWn in FIG. 5C, 
outlet 02, inlets I1, 14, and 15 may be de?ned in a second 
lateral side 510, the second lateral side being adjacent the ?rst 
lateral side 520. FIG. 5D illustrates the third lateral side 540, 
Which is adjacent the second lateral side 530 and thus posi 
tioned on an opposing side of the valve block assembly 202 as 
the ?rst lateral side 520. As shoWn in FIG. 5D, inlets 13, 16, 
and 17 may each be de?ned in the valve block assembly 202. 
[0086] As Will be appreciated in vieW of FIGS. 5A-5D in 
light of FIGS. 2A-4C, the load holding valve 205, the feed 
balancing valve 210, the fast feed differential valve 220, and 
the safety valve 230 can be integrated into the valve block 
assembly 202. 
[0087] The present invention may be embodied in other 
speci?c forms Without departing from its spirit or essential 
characteristics. The described embodiments are to be consid 
ered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. The 
scope of the invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended 
claims rather than by the foregoing description. All changes 
Which come Within the meaning and range of equivalency of 
the claims are to be embraced Within their scope. 

1. A valve system, comprising: 
a load holding valve; 
a feed balancing valve in ?uid communication With said 

load holding valve; and 
a fast feed differential valve, Wherein said fast feed differ 

ential valve is con?gured to move betWeen an engaged 
state and a disengaged state, Wherein in the engaged 
state said fast feed differential valve ?uidly couples a 
ring side of a feed cylinder, said load holding valve, and 
a piston side of the feed cylinder to alloW ?uid to ?oW 
from the ring side to the piston side. 

2. The valve system of claim 1, Wherein the load holding 
valve includes pressure holding valving and proportional 
valving, Wherein said load holding valve is con?gured to 
move from a closed state to an open state in response to 
pressure incident on an actuator line coupled to said pressure 
holding valving, Wherein in said closed state said pressure 
holding valving prevents ?uid from passing from the piston 
side through said load holding valve. 

3. The valve system of claim 1, Wherein said proportional 
valving is con?gured to alloW ?uid to ?oW through said load 
holding valve in a ?rst direction to the piston side of the feed 
cylinder and to prevent ?uid from ?oWing from the piston side 
of the feed cylinder through said load holding valve in a 
second direction, the second direction being opposite the ?rst 
direction. 

4. The valve system of claim 1, further comprising a safety 
valve operatively associated With said fast feed differential 
control. 

5. The valve system of claim 1, further comprising a feed 
directional valve con?gured to sWitch betWeen a feed refrac 
tion mode and a feed extension mode, Wherein in the feed 
retraction mode the feed directional valve directs ?uid from a 
feed pump to said load holding valve to move said load 
holding valve from a closed state to an open state, Wherein in 






